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n Gold inched higher today in Asian session, on track for a gain of more than
one percent in July, as the dollar extended its losses after the Bank of Japan's
stimulus fell short of market expectations.

n The Bank of Japan expanded monetary stimulus today through a modest
increase in purchases of exchange-traded funds, yielding to pressure from the
government and financial markets for bolder action to spur growth and accelerate
inflation towards its 2 percent target.

n By coordinating its action with the government's big fiscal spending package,
the BOJ likely aimed to maximise the effect of its measures on the world's third-
biggest economy, which is struggling to escape decades of deflation.

n The yen rose about 2.14 percent at 102.99 against the dollar and the dollar
index, which measures the greenback against a basket of currencies, was
down 0.4 percent at 96.316.

n Spot gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,341.16 an ounce. Bullion has risen 1.2
percent in July, its second straight monthly gain, and is heading for its first
weekly gain in three. U.S. gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,337.90 an ounce.

n With so many cross currents at play over the short-term, we would rather watch
the action in gold from the sidelines for the time being, at least until Friday's
news from both the U.S. and Japan is out of the way.

n U.S advance GDP data and employment wages figures, both for the second
quarter, are due later in the day. Spot gold looks neutral in a range of $1,333.99-
$1,346 per ounce, and an escape will point a direction.

n The world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, SPDR Gold Shares,
has seen an outflow of nearly 28 tonnes in the last three weeks. Among other
precious metals, palladium rose to its highest since mid-October at $708 an
ounce, and was later at $700.22, down 0.2 percent.

Gold prices edged slightly lower on Thursday but

remained above support near the 10-day moving

average at 1,327.  Resistance on the yellow metal is

seen near the July highs at 1,370.  A wider than

expected U.S. trade goods report kept gold prices

capped.  While momentum remains negative it is

poised to turn positive as the MACD is set to generate

a buy signal. U.S. Advance trade in goods report

showed a $63.3 billion deficit in June, widening from

-$61.1 billion in May. June exports bounced 0.9% to

$120.3 billion after dipping to $119.1 billion previously.

Imports were up 1.8% to $183.5 billion after rising to

$119.1 billion in May. Wholesale inventories edged up

0.04% to $589.3 billion from $589.1 billion. Retailer

inventories increased 0.5% to $604.2 billion from

$601.2 billion. The data will help fine tune GDP

forecasts ahead of Friday's release.

n Gold fell yesterday after the Fed indicated that a

further increase in US interest rates is on the

cards for later this year

n Uncertainty over the path of interest rates

has held gold in check since it rallied to more

than two-year highs

n Relief that the Fed was not more explicit about

rates pulled it back yesterday

n Spot gold was 0.2 percent higher at $1,341.81

an ounce

n The gold reacted quite positively to the news

that there was no rate hike
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n Oil prices fell to fresh April lows today as slowing economic growth threatened
to worsen ongoing oversupply of crude and refined products. U.S. West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude fell 27 cents, or 0.7 percent, to $40.87 a barrel,
slipping below $41 for the first time since April.

n Because refiners produced too much fuel from cheap crude, margins in the
Americas, Europe and Asia have fallen sharply this year, eroding revenues for
oil producers and refiners like Royal Dutch Shell, which this week reported
poor results.

n Economists expect that the upcoming maintenance season combined with
economic run cuts will correct the refined product markets and the corresponding
reduction in crude oil demand could weigh on Brent prices in the near term.

n On the supply side, Iranian exports to Asia's main buyers - China, India, Japan
and South Korea - jumped 47.1 percent in June from a year ago to 1.72 million
barrels per day, the highest levels in over four years.

n The sales jump is the latest sign that Tehran's aggressive moves to recoup
market share, lost under international sanctions, are paying off. Because of
ongoing oversupply, U.S. bank Goldman Sachs (GS.N) said this week that it
did not expect a big recovery in prices any time soon.

n Reuters analysts continue to expect that oil prices will remain in a $45 per
barrel to $50 per barrel trading range through mid-2017 with near-term risks
skewed to the downside.

n Despite this, some analysts said recent price falls in oil had been overdone,
especially as demand remains strong despite concerns over future economic
growth. Investors have become overly bearish on oil as U.S. production and
gasoline inventories continue to rise. Underlying demand in the U.S. remains
robust.

Crude oil prices printed a fresh three-month lows of

$41.04d per barrel, coming from earlier highs of 42.22

posted into the N.Y. open. A Genscape report revealed

a 300k barrel build at the Cushing, OK storage hub,

which brought oversupply concerns back front and

center. The 40.65 mark is the next level of target

support which coincides with the 200-day moving

average.  Resistance on crude oil prices is seen near

the 10-day moving average ate 43.55. Momentum on

crude oil remains negative as the MACD (moving

average convergence divergence) index prints in the

red with a downward sloping trajectory which points

to lower prices.  The RSI (relative strength index) hit

a fresh low for the move, and is printing at 31, just

above the oversold trigger level of 30.  Traders should

keep an eye on the RSI to determine if crude prices

are oversold.

n Oil prices fell nearly 2 percent yesterday, hitting

three-month lows

n A fresh stock build at the delivery hub for U.S

crude futures added to concerns that producers

were pumping more than needed

n U.S crude's WTI contract entered a technical

bear market at $41.29 a barrel

n U.S crude settled down 78 cents, or 1.86 pct, at

$41.14 a barrel, and was last down 84 cents, or

1.98 percent, at $41.09

n Surplus barrels of gasoline have raised concerns

about a renewed glut of feedstock crude oil
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n Silver futures surged to fresh two-week highs in yesterday�s trading session,
as investors reacted to the Federal Reserve�s decision to leave interest rates
on hold after policymakers concluded that inflation would remain below target
for the foreseeable future.

n Silver for September delivery climbed 43 cents or 2.2% to $20.43 a troy ounce,
the highest level on the Comex division of the New York Mercantile Exchange
since July 13. The futures price reached an intraday high of $20.58 before
consolidating lower.

n Precious metals are surging after the Federal Reserve voted to leave interest
rates unchanged. Although policymakers indicated that economic risks had
diminished, they also acknowledged that inflation had continued to run below
the 2% long-run objective. This trend is expected to continue as energy prices
plumb new lows.

n Inflation has continued to run below the Committee�s 2 percent longer-run
objective, partly reflecting earlier declines in energy prices and in prices of non-
energy imports.

n Market-based measures of inflation compensation remain low; most survey-
based measures of longer-term inflation expectations are little changed, on
balance, in recent months, the Federal Open Market Committee�s official
statement read.

n The US dollar plunged yesterday, as investors reduced bets on a September
rate hike. The US dollar index fell 0.5% to 96.59, the fourth consecutive drop.
The US currency fell further against the Japanese yen.

n The US Commerce Department will issue its first reading of Q2 GDP. The
world�s largest economy is projected to grow at an annualized rate of 2.6% in
the second quarter after a disappointing 1.8% gain in the first quarter this year.

Silver markets initially tried to rally during the day on

Thursday, but found the $20.50 level to be rather

resistive. This has been the top of the recent

consolidation area, so the fact that we made a shooting

star for the day is not a surprise at all to me. I believe

we are in a pullback here and look for buying

opportunities at lower levels as we try to build up

momentum to continue the uptrend that we had been

in. A break above the $20.50 level is a buying

opportunity as well. For now, the immediate burst

higher suggests we could press on a bit higher, but

need to be mindful of price action up here which may

indicate a turn lower is on its way, as silver could still

be undergoing a larger consolidation phase. A broader

consolidation period on the daily could develop between

the low ~19 and ~21 before moving to higher ground;

we will need to see how silver handles resistance.

n Silver continued to gain net support from

expectations of very low global interest rates on

yesterday

n There was significant resistance above the $20.50

per ounce level

n Trends in other asset classes continued to have

an important impact following Wednesday�s Fed

statement

n The Dollar remained under some pressure

and registered significant losses

n US jobless claims data did not have a major

impact with a figure of 266,000
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